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About "Kikinasse AI Kumamoto"

About automatic translation

This website is translated into English, Chinese, Korean, and French using a private automatic translation service. 

Due to machine translation by an automatic translation system, the translation is not always accurate. 

Please be aware of this before using it as it may differ from the original content of the Japanese page before translation.

 

 

What is "Kikinasse AI Kumamoto"?

・This is a system in which "AI" answers 24 hours a day, 365 days a year to answer questions about raising children under school

just by registering as a LINE friend.

・All support information for municipalities in the prefecture can be obtained. 

・A function that allows you to search for shops (child care cheering groups) and public facilities that support child care from location

information has also started operation. To Kumamoto where everyone can raise children with peace of mind! 

・The individual questioner is not identified, but the data of the question is accumulated, so the voice of the user can be reflected in

municipal measures!

 

Image diagrams

 

 

How to register as a friend

 Please register your friend from the URL below.

 https://lin.ee/szo0T7X (external link)
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 You can also register as a friend by reading the QR code below or searching with the following ID.

   @kikinasse_kumamoto

"Kikinasse AI Kumamoto" QR code

 

 

About "Kikinasse AI Kumamoto" flyer

The PDF data of the flyer is released to the following URL.

https://www.hapimon.jp/kiji0034073/index.html  

 

 

I'll be asked.    I'd like to introduce some of them.

 

Pregnancy and childbirth

Fertility treatment, maternity checkup, maternity dental checkup, maternal and child health handbook, birth

certificate, childbirth subsidy, home pelpple after childbirth, etc. 

 

 

Illness and vaccination

Vaccinations, infant health checkups, sudden fever and illness, contact information for sudden illness,

contact information for sudden illness, night and holiday, etc.

 

 

 

Benefits

Child allowance, child care allowance, child medical expenses subsidy, medical expenses subsidy

for premature infants, JR discount, etc. 

https://www.hapimon.jp.e.asi.hp.transer.com/kiji0034073/index.html
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Nursery schools and kindergartens

Nursery schools, childcare fees, nursery schools availability, kindergartens and kindergartens,

authorized child institution and authorized child institution, consultation desks for nursery

schools, etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Child care support

Temporary childcare, family support center, short stay, twilight stay, sick child care, child care

support center, child care open space, etc.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About child care

Doesn't eat baby food, toilet training, poor sleep, sleepy, dislike bath, feeling slow language, life

rhythm, etc.

 

○Let's use "Kikinasse AI Kumamoto"!
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                      (1)Please tap the keyboard.

 

(2)An input screen appears.

 

 

This is a sample of how to ask.
 

. How to ask when a fever comes out
 

. In the case of availability of nursery schools for childcare support.

 

. In the case of vaccination to ask for child care support in municipalities

 

. How to ask for child care support in municipalities In the case of medical

expenses subsidies for single-parent families

 
It's how to find a store that supports child-rearing.
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It will open in another

window

※If a PDF file is attached as a document, Adobe Acrobat (R) is required. 

Adobe Reader is required to view PDF documents. Please use the latest version if it is not displayed correctly. 

Updated on February

17, 2022

"Parenting Support Passport"-If you use a passport-

Updated on

September 20, 2023
Outline of child-rearing support stores

Updated on March 5,

2021
You can find a child-rearing support shop by purpose! Map is also displayed!

Updated on August

27, 2019

. How to ask when a fever comes out

Updated on

September 20, 2023
About "Kikinasse AI Kumamoto" flyer

Inquiries │ About this site │ Site map │ Handling of personal information

○When searching for a child-rearing support shop from the place where you are

now. 

 

. When you look for it from where you want to go.
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